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Message from the
President
Sam J. Heron
2017 is underway, and February marks our second free month of classes
this season. With everything from GTCCC to ongoing photo clinics there
are lots of opportunities for members to create their best work and
feedback from accredited judges on ways to improve.For help getting
your photos submission-ready, come out to one of our Lightroom/post
processing classes, happening every month for the rest of the year.

Calendar
Feb 28

APC Members buy and swap meet
at monthly meeting
starting at 6:00pm

Feb 28

APC monthly meeting
with guest speaker
Patrick Rochon:
Light Painter

Mar 3

Deadline for entries
APC photo clinic

Mar 10

Debbie’s Cafe
APC fun social

Apr 22

GTCCC 28th Annual
Awards Gala

The new 52-week challenge is also in full swing and if you haven’t seen
some of the great work our members are posting swing by the Meetup
gallery and check it out (and take part).
We have excellent speakers lined up as we run out our year and are
working to offer some excellent workshops tailor made for APC members.
With the better weather we have lots of outings happening and several
members have been arranging small outings or suggesting and leading
events of interest to them. When it warms up a bit more I will be leading an
astrophotography outing up north as that’s one of my passions. What are
yours? We’d love to hear about them.
Sam
Make great things.
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APC Member Meeting: Tuesday, February 28, 2017
Presenter: Patrick Rochon
Painting with Light
To me light painting is an expression
of our true selves. It’s about the trace
we create and leave behind. Through
science, we now know that our bodies are emitting light.
So in a way, we’ve been and are constantly light painting
by nature.
Light painting is an amazing art form. It enhances your
imagination, wakes up your intuition and reflects who
you are and where you are at. It’s like a creative mirror
of the soul.
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I began light painting in Montreal in 1992. Five years
later, I came to understand that I was a light painter and
chose to dedicate myself completely to this exploration
while leaving other types of photography behind.
Through this journey, I encountered several unexpected
and unusual creative projects collaborating with Butoh
dancers in Japan, fashion magazines, movie-makers,
hair salons, musicians and skin care products
companies. I did a campaign with the Minister of
Education to encourage the youth in exploring their
passions intensely without drugs. I’ve created projects
with companies such as Red Bull, Blend 285, Toyota
(Lexus), Honda, Infiniti Motors, Chevrolet. I’ve done
portraits of actresses, TV personalities, doctors and
other clients looking for art to enhance their
living spaces.
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Using Manual Focus Lenses on Your DSLR Camera
Angela McMullen
In our last newsletter, I talked
about DIY projects and how
they can help you make the
images you want. My ‘takeaway lens hood’ helps me
shoot better hockey pictures,
and contributed—I’m certain—
in my landing contracts with
other hockey teams this
season.
But what if you’d like to take
your photography in another direction? Perhaps experiment
with street photography, explore nature in an new way, or
travel with a lens that’s versatile and discreet? Well, you could
pick-up a cheap third-party lens on-line; however, if you’re
like me, you want your photography to move forward. Buying
a lens of inferior quality (always buy the best glass you can
afford) just doesn’t cut it for me. So, what are your options
when your artistic inclination is urging you towards that Canon
EF 35mm f/1.4 lens (currently retailing for $2,600) but your
pocketbook says, ‘no way’?
One option is to rent or lease a lens from Henry’s or Vistek. It’s
fairly inexpensive for a weekend ($35), but if you’re going on
holiday the price for the Canon 35mm lens jumps to $135 for
one week.
Now, don’t get me wrong, rentals do have their place. For a
special occasion, like maybe you’ve got a gig to shoot the
Stanley Cup final and the Leafs are playing the Canadiens.
In that case, even I’d rent a Canon 1DX II and a Canon
200-400mm f/4 with the built-in extender. But special

(and extraordinary) circumstances aside, I’d rather put my
money towards a new lens than a rental, especially when
exploring a new photographic genre—an exercise that takes
both time and patience.
Okay, so besides renting or taking out a second mortgage to
buy that dream lens, what other options are there? Well, how
about investing a small sum in a manual focus lens?
Manual focus lenses are used primarily on older film cameras.
You can find these used lenses on eBay, at charity shops,
and at most major camera outlets for popular brands such as
Canon, Leica, Minolta, Nikon, Olympus and Pentax, as well as
obscure brands like Ricoh and Zenit.
Excepting Leica and medium format cameras such as
Hasselblad and Mamiya, you can pick-up a used manual focus
lens in good-to-excellent condition for $100 or less. Not bad,
eh? You’ll also, in most cases, need to buy an adapter. This is
true for Canon film lenses which have the older FD mount as
opposed to the EF and EFS mounts on the current line-up of
Canon EOS cameras.
I recently picked-up a Canon FD 50mm f/1.8 lens for $20.00
at a second-hand shop. The glass is perfect—no scratches, no
dust inside, no fungus. I also bought an adapter from Fotodiox
through Amazon for $45. Fotodiox has an impressive selection
of adapters so you can pair, for example, an older Minolta lens
with your Canon EOS camera or purchase another adapter
and use the same lens on a Sony NEX or A-Series camera. For
less than the weekly
rental on a Canon EF
35mm lens, I purchased
a 50mm lens and
adapter which are giving
me good results.
So if you’re looking
to expand your
photographic repertoire,
search through the
camera forums on-line
to help you choose a
manual focus lens which
suits your needs and has a good reputation. You’ll enjoy trying
something new and your pocketbook won’t look so thin.

Canon FD f/1.8mm lens on a Canon EOS 5d Mark iii
ISO 100, f/8, 2 sec. exposure

A final word. There are challenges using a manual focus lens
on a digital camera, but these aren’t onerous. Slowing down
and focusing manually isn’t a bad thing, and it’s a subject I’ll
discuss in our next newsletter. Cheers.
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Member Showcase

52 Week Challenge • photo by Sam Heron

Bridal Show • Photo by Wendy Ramassar

Orchid Show • photo by Ella Jeans

Winterfest • photo by Angela McMullen
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Ron’s Blog

Sign up and join our fun and informative classes
& workshops!
Creativity continues in the new year. Classes in February
included learning stronger elements of exposure,
manual controls of on-camera speedlight flash and
getting to know Lightroom better. In March we will
introduce fundamentals of off-camera flash and more
post-processing classes.
We are fortunate to have a very creative artist and
photographer all the way from Montreal, light painter
Patrick Rochon presenting on Feb 28th.

January’s creative portrait
workshop with models
Nilisha and Eva introduced
constant and strobe
lighting. Photographers
had time to learn exposure
techniques with both
lighting types, to obtain
some quality images.
This past weekend APC
members were invited
to cover a Bridal Runway
Photo by Ron Pereux
Show. Four of us had fun
capturing images of vendors and runway models of all
ages on a fast moving stage.

Bridal Show • Photo by Emily Dunlop

Photo by Patrick Rochon

Photo by Ethan Melag

We encourage all APC members to take advantage of
our photo workshops, classes, and mentoring outings.
These events not only offer opportunities to learn new
photo techniques, you can also use your images for
future photo clinics and contests.
On March 28th , we will bringing back a favourite
presenter, Ethan Melag, with his keynote entitled: “For
the Love of the Landscape!” Great landscape photos
have the power to inspire us and evoke a sense of place.
The best landscape photos have three key ingredients:
dramatic light, strong foregrounds and depth of
field from near to far. Ethan will share his top tips on
techniques and gear (including filters) for making
stunning landscape photos that will leave others saying
‘wow’! You’ll also hear some of the funny stories that
happen during Ethan’s photographic adventures.
5
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APC Contests & Clinics
Richard Cousineau, C.E.T.

APC Exhibits
Frans Grootveld

APC VP & Program Director Contests and Clinics

APC members can participate in two separate
jugded events in early 2017.
2017 GTCCC Open Challenge Competition
We have received entries from 17 members for
a total of 87 digital photos and two prints for the
GTCCC Inter-Club competition, which closed
January 20th. This is a yearly competition between
all member clubs within the GTCCC. This year
there are 12 categories including macro and print.
APC covered the $2.00 per image entry fee to a
maximum of $20.00 per member. Photos will be
judged and prizes awarded on April 22nd during
the annual Capturing Light and Shadows event,
hosted by the GTCCC. See www.gtccc.ca/gala/ for
more details and to register for this all-day event.
Photo Clinic 2017
Our next photo clinic has been posted on Meetup;
the deadline to submit images is Friday, March 3rd.
All members are encouraged to submit images
(maximum three per person). All scoring and
feedback are provided by GTCCC accredited
judges. Note: This is NOT A COMPETITION;
accordingly, no prizes are awarded. Feedback and
scores are intended to help members improve
the quality of their images and develop their
skills as photographers. www.meetup.com/AjaxPhotography-Club/events/237367649/
A class will be offered to better understand how to
prepare / export your raw / JPG digital photos in
the proper required format for judged clinics and
contests.
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The club currently has two photographers, Sam
Heron and Ron Pereux, featured at the Lakeridge
Health Ajax and Pickering Hospital on Harwood
Road. This exhibit runs until March. If you are
interested in being a featured photographer at the
hospital, please contact me. Thanks.
We also have an ongoing exhibit of ten images at
Debbie’s Café. The photographs on display at the
café are from previous APC competitions, and are
refreshed about every eight weeks.
Another upcoming exhibition of 15 images will be
on display at the Ajax Town Hall from April 13th
until June 1st, 2017.
As you can see, the club is continuing to get good
exposure around town. So keep shooting.
I was pleased to assist Richard Cousineau and
Bob Wilson (GTCCC Rep for APC) with the
GTCCC Open Challenge. After all submissions
were in and vetted, we had 87 eligible entries
from 17 members. This included two in the print
category. In 2015, we had 75 entries from
19 members, while last year we had 58 entries
from 14 members. We’re pleased to see the
number of entries grow this year, and also to see
the quality of the images.
Best of luck to all members who entered the
GTCCC Open Challenge this year.
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Joe Edelman on YouTube
Laurie J. Taylor

YouTube has an abundance of photography related
channels to help you learn about virtually any aspect of
photography you can imagine. If you aren’t tapping into
this resource you really are missing out!
A recent find of mine is the channel by a photographer
named Joe Edelman. Joe is a photographer with over
30 years of shooting experience and he now spends
most of his time and energy creating videos for aspiring
photographers. His channel has a collection of over
150 videos covering all sorts of photography related
subject matter. The“Remember the Egg” video is a
favorite of mine (just do a search of his channel for it).
On his channel you will find tutorials on lighting, DIY
projects, tons of marketing advice and lots more.

Book of the Month
Why Photographs Work
by George Barr

Every photographer can learn by studying
the “greats”. In Why Photographs Work,
author/photographer George Barr
analyzes 52 amazing images by some
of the world’s top photographers. Barr’s
analysis of each image not only describes
the circumstances of making the image,
but also includes why. In the biography
of each photographer included are brief

He also monitors a robust Facebook group called, “Joe
Edelman - I shoot people” in which members post
people photos and have other members critque them.
He is a great resource to help expand you photographic
knowledge.

technical descriptions of the equipment
used in making each image.
With Barr, we learn what that “something”
is that makes an image go beyond
the ordinary. As we understand and
appreciation the elements that make an
image truly great, we will improve our own
images as well.
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